
Step 1
Your security officer implements a full scan of your enterprise systems, including databases, internal SharePoint 
sites, instant message conversation repositories, social discussions, and file shares using Compliance Guardian. 

The scans run against customized checks that fit your defined polices, detecting any information about this 
new product that might be accessible to the wrong users.

Say it. Do it. Prove it

Event:

Say It: Assess the Risk

Your organization is planning the release of a new product. All information about the release is protected 
and should not be disclosed before the public announcement. Your compliance and security officers are 
seeking a way to monitor that the new product information is only accessible by the people who need it 
prior to the product launch.

Step 3
Your security officer monitors all compliance activities taken by referencing Compliance Guardian’ comprehen-
sive dashboard, which records and displays all the scanning, tagging, historical analyses, and actions taken your 
company’s enterprise content.

He also distributes exported reports to other stakeholders for review.

Prove It: Report and Track

Step 2
Reviewing the scan results, your security officer can implement classification policies to Compliance Guardian 
to automatically add tags on files and discussions containing sensitive information, which helps him quickly 
search and address the potentially exposed secure content moving forward.

He applies the same rules to your Yammer system, blocking any discussions about the new product. 

With ongoing monitoring, your security officer can get real-time notices of anyone sharing information outside 
of your security policies. 

Compliance Guardian also takes instant action to classify, block, delete, secure, quarantine, encrypt, or redact 
the risk-defined content upon upload.

Do It: Respond and Resolve

End Result:
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